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AN UNUSUAL FORMAT

01. BENDEMANN, Eduard. [Cover title:] Der Fries im
Thronsaale des Koeniglichen Schlosses in Dresden al fresco
gemalt … Gezeichnet und radirt von Hugo Bürkner … Leipzig,
Verlag von Georg Wigand [1846].
Oblong slim folio (260 × 685 mm), 16 tinted etchings by Bürkner after
Bendemann; with the original printed front wrapper (stamped 1846)
bound in; some scattered foxing, largely in the margins; contemporary
cloth, the spine running along the upper edge, upper board lettered gilt;
armorial bookplate of Edward Nicholas Hurt (1795–1867) of Lincoln’s Inn
and his ink ownership signature to the wrapper.
£450
First edition, the issue with the plates unfolded. Bendemann (1811–
1889) was appointed professor at the Dresden Academy of Fine Arts in
1838, and soon received a commission to paint the halls in the royal
palace there. In the throne room, he created huge frescos featuring
rulers and legislators from Moses to Henry the Fowler (d.936), and
showing how the human soul progresses from an original state of
innocence, through its earthly life, to salvation and Paradise.
Wigand published Bürkner’s etchings of the frescos in two forms. As
here, with the plates unfolded, printed on Chinese paper, and as an
oblong 4to, prefaced by six pages of explanatory text, in German and
English, with the etchings folded in half and mounted on stubs.
Not in Rümann. COPAC locates a sole copy, of the folded-plate issue,
at the V&A.

‘QUITE UNIQUE FOR ITS TIME’
02. [BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.] MEUSEL, Johann Georg.
Das gelehrte Teutschland, oder Lexikon der jetzt lebenden
teutschen Schriftsteller. Angefangen von Georg Christoph
Hamberger … Fortgesetzt von Johann Georg Meusel … Lemgo
im Verlage der Meyerschen Buchhandlung, 1783[–91].
8 vols, 8vo (185 × 110 mm), pp. xxiv, 628, [2]; [2], 650, [2]; 672; 462, [2];
[4], 776, [2]; [4], 548; [2], xii, 418; [2], xvi, [3]–872; some light offsetting
and spotting, a little worming to the hinges of most vols; contemporary
German blue paper boards, rubbed, with the odd mark, extremities worn,
corners lightly bumped, paper spine labels.
£500
First published in 1767, Johann Georg Meusel’s (1743–1820) noted biobibliography of living German writers, begun by Georg Christoph
Hamberger (1726–1773), went a number of editions, eventually swelling
to 23 volumes (1796–1823). ‘Quite unique for its time’, Meusel worked
on it for almost half a century, beginning in 1773: ‘It was the first survey
of contemporary literature and he included in it, in addition to scholarly
authors, a number of poets and authors of literary works, a decision
which signalled the change from baroque erudition to the “Bildung” of the
Enlightenment period. The complete work, comprising forty-seven
volumes (including all editions and unauthorized copies), lists over
fifteen thousand contemporary authors and their works and is still
significant to this day because it is also filled with references to more

obscure and lesser works’ (The Bloomsbury Dictionary of EighteenthCentury German Philosophers, p. 534). Meusel’s work was the impetus
for several similar projects, including Jeremias David Reuß’s
Alphabetical Register of all the Authors actually living in Great-Britain …
(Berlin, 1791), the first bibliography of eighteenth-century English
literature.
Listed authors here include Bürger (I, 223); Goethe (I, 575); Herder (II,
103); Kant (II, 257); Klopstock (II, 299); Kotzebue (II, 342); Lavater (II,
402); Moses Mendelssohn (II, 617); Johann Karl August Musäus (II,
647); Schiller (III, 377); and Wieland (IV, 206). A number of women are
included, notably Sophie von La Roche (III, 276), but also Sophie
Albrecht (I, 18); Antoinette Bamberger (I, 58); Caroline Adelheid Cornelia
von Baudissin (I, 73); Elisabeth Christine of Brunswick-WolfenbüttelBevern (I, 394); Elisabeth Charlotte Benigne, Fräulein von Hahn (II, 21);
Anne Therese Khaser (II, 277); Katharine Kitt, II, 287); Karoline von der
Lühe (II, 473); Mademoiselle la Motte (II, 619); Henriette Reine Reichin
(III, 226); Magdalene Sibylle Rieger (III, 264); Karoline Christiane Luise
Rudolphi (III, 307); Dorothee Henriette von Runkel (III, 318); Friederike
Sophie Seyler (III, 551); Mariane Wilhelmine von Stevens (III, 627); and
Christiane Stroth (III, 656).
Goedeke IV/II, 274, 9 (not listing this ed.).

INCLUDING GEORGE WASHINGTON,
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, AND ‘JOHN’ JEFFERSON

03. [BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.] MARSHALL. Catalogue
of five hundred celebrated Authors of Great Britain, now
living … London: Printed for R. Faulder … and B. Law …1788.
8vo (215 × 124 mm), pp. viii, [284]; some scattered spotting and
marginal dust-soiling throughout, short tear to foot of C4 in the gutter;
early nineteenth-century diced calf, rubbed with some marks to boards,
boards ruled gilt, spine gilt in compartments with green morocco
lettering-piece, neatly rebacked, early ink ownership signature of James
Crighton to title-page.
£500
First edition of a bio-bibliography of contemporary authors aimed at
‘gratifying the inquisitiveness of the curious’ (Preface) and including such
figures as: John Adams, ‘not able to produce a book that any body had
resolution enough to read. It consists of dry, tedious and
undiscriminated examples’; Anna Letitia Barbauld; James Boswell;
Edmund Burke; Charles Burney; Frances Burney, ‘appointed in 1786
joint keeper of the robes to her majesty … Since that time the hours of

this celebrated genius are said to have been chiefly occupied in the
folding of muslins’; Robert Burns; George Colman; Charles Cornwallis;
William Cowper, whose verse is described as ‘greatly deformed and
obscured by the total neglect of method’; the Chevalier d’Éon,
erroneously listed as a woman; Benjamin Franklin; Edward Gibbon;
William Godwin; John Jefferson [i.e. Thomas Jefferson]; Elizabeth
Inchbald; Junius; John Kemble; James Macpherson; [Elizabeth]
Montagu; Hannah More; Anne Murray, ‘one of the mob of writers, who
have lately undertaken to produce books for
the instruction of children’; Mark Noble, ‘a
dull and inaccurate antiquarian’; Thomas
Paine, ‘possessed of great political
penetration and skill’; Joseph Priestley; J. N.
Puddicombe, ‘a mad poet’; Henry James
Pye; Joshua Reynolds; Anna Seward, ‘A
lady of considerable accomplishments’;
Richard Brinsley Sheridan; Adam Smith;
Charlotte Smith; Horace Walpole, ‘a writer of
considerable elegance’; George
Washington; and Helen Maria Williams.
The bio-bibliography was, unfortunately, rife
with errors and inaccuracies, and was
eviscerated by critics; The Critical Review
dismissed it as ‘erroneous’ and ‘generally
defective’ (1788), while The General
Magazine called it ‘the most severe and
uniform libel of modern times … standing at
the head of the most contemptible
productions of Grub-Street’ (also 1788).

A RARE AND VALUABLE RECORD

04. [BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.] GRADMANN, Johann
Jacob. Das gelehrte Schwaben oder Lexicon der jetzt lebenden
schwäbischen Schriftsteller … [Ravensburg:] Im Verlag bey’m
Verfasser. 1802.
Thick 8vo (200 × 121 mm), pp. [xvi], xxiv, 872, 30; some light marginal
browning and occasional spotting, old paper repair to the fore-margin of
Hh8; a nice crisp copy in contemporary half vellum, paste paper sides, a
little soiled, corners worn, early ink ms. to spine.
£450

First and only edition of a self-published bio-bibliographical dictionary of
over a thousand living Swabian authors, perhaps the most famous being
Schiller (pp. 560–4), after the model of Hamberger & Meusel’s wellknown bibliography Das gelehrte Teutschland (see item 01).
Biographical information, combined with an annotated listing of
publications, provides a detailed and valuable record of minor authors of
the period, many of which were not covered by other reference works of
the period.
Petzholdt, Bibliotheca Bibliographica, p. 318. WorldCat locates no
copies outside Europe.

05. [BOOK DESIGN.] A collection of 11 translations of The
Quiet American by Graham Greene, into Chinese (Simplified),
Croatian, Dutch, French, Greek, Hungarian, Japanese, Polish,
Spanish, and Turkish. Various locations, 1985–2004.
£80
A nice collection of a The Quiet American translated into 10 different
languages with vastly different book designs, illustrating the rapid
proliferation of a single work over time both textually and visually.
Twentieth-century film, as one might expect, is a prevalent theme among
the cover designs. Two of the books use stills from the 2002 Michael
Caine film adaptation, while one features Montgomery Clift, despite the
fact that he was never in an adaptation of The Quiet American. He had
been set to star in the 1957 version until health concerns forced him to
withdraw for health reasons, but it would seem that he would still be
associated with Greene’s work anyway, long into the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries. The Croatian translation similarly uses old
Hollywood to paint a romantic picture of the work by featuring a photo of
two classic actors in a passionate embrace. In stark contrast, the Greek
translation uses a photograph showing a family mourning over a grave.

WITH HAND-COLOURED PLATES BY JAMES SOWERBY

06. THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE; or, Flower-Garden displayed:
in which the most ornamental foreign Plants, cultivated in the open
Ground, the Green-House, and the Stove, will be accurately
represented in their natural Colours … London: Printed by Fry and
Couchman … for W. Curtis, at his Botanic Garden … And sold by
all Booksellers, Stationers, and News-Carriers, in Town and
Country. 1787.
Tall 8vo (235 × 142 mm), ff. [2], 36, [1], with 36 hand-coloured
copperplate engravings, most signed J. Sowerby; some light offsetting to
verso of title-page from some later loose newspaper cuttings, light
occasional spotting or browning throughout; contemporary polished tree
calf, rubbed, joints cracked but sound, spine gilt in compartments with
red morocco lettering-piece; early ink ownership inscription of G.
Whitaker to head of Preface and three leaves within the text, several
modern newspapers cuttings loosely inserted.
£500

The first volume of the celebrated Curtis’s Botanical Magazine, ‘intended
for the Use of such Ladies, Gentlemen, and Gardeners, as wish to
become scientifically acquainted with the Plants they cultivate’ (title).
The Magazine has been in continuous publication ever since and, as
such, holds the distinction of being the longest-running illustrated

botanical journal in the world; today, it is published quarterly by Kew.
For its 200-year run, it has consistently showcased the best in botanical
illustration; this first volume owes its plates to the great naturalist,
publisher, engraver and illustrator James Sowerby (1757–1822), who
would go on to produce several major works of his own on botany,
geology, and crystallography (Oxford DNB).
William Curtis (1746–1799), son of a tanner, began cultivating an
interest in botany while apprenticing under his grandfather, an
apothecary. He soon ‘established a reputation as a botanist which led to
his appointment as demonstrator of plants and praefectus horti of
the Society of Apothecaries (1772–7) at the Chelsea Physic Garden. He
established a botanical garden for the cultivation and study of native
British plants at Bermondsey in 1773, though later, in 1779, he cultivated
the more extensive London Botanic Garden at Lambeth Marsh’ (Oxford
DNB). He crystallised his reputation in 1775 with Flora Londinensis, a
periodical ‘extend[ing] to six fasciculi of seventy-two plates each, which
remain the finest illustrations of British plants ever published’ (ibid.); his
Botanical Magazine, which appeared a little over a decade later, would
only build on that success.
Henrey 472.

DODGING THE CENSOR

07. BUTLER, Samuel. Hudibras, ein satyrisches Gedicht wider
Schwermer und Independenten zur Zeit Carl des Ersten, in neun
Gesängen. Aus dem Englischen übersetzt. Mit historischen
Anmerkungen und Kupfern versehen. Hamburg und Leipzig [i.e.
Zurich, Orell, Gessner und Compagnie]. 1765.
8vo (197 × 116 mm), pp. xix, [1], 528, [2]; with 9 etched plates; some
light offsetting and occasional spotting, browning to pp. 288–9 where a
strip of paper was previously laid in, light marginal browning elsewhere;
still a good copy in contemporary panelled calf, rubbed, marbled edges
and endpapers, spine gilt in compartments, chipped at extremities. £300
First edition of the first complete German translation of Hudibras, in
prose, by Johann Heinrich Waser. The lively plates, ‘after the manner of
Hogarth’ (Price & Price), are by Gessner.

‘Waser was from 1746 to his death in 1777 Diaconus at Winterthur, a
member of the Zürich literary circle, and an intimate friend of Bodmer’s
[who had translated the first two cantos of Butler’s poem, also in prose—
the work’s first appearance in German—in 1737; the first complete verse
translation did not come for another fifty years]. He is best known as a
translator of Swift and Lucian. It is probable that his interest in English
literature came from his acquaintance with Bodmer, and possibly the
impulse to translate Hudibras may be attributed to same source …

‘Waser’s translation met with opposition from the Zürich censors … The
efforts of Bodmer and Breitinger were fruitless, and the permission of the
censor could not be obtained; so the publishers dodged the issue and
printed on the title page, “Hamburg und Leipzig” instead of Zürich …
The introduction … is derived from Hume, and the cause of the
Independents is severely condemned’ (Harvey Thayer, ‘Hudibras in
Germany’, PMLA, Vol., 24, No. 3 (1909), pp. 555–8).
Price & Price, Literature, p. 57.

PUBLISHED BY SCHUMANN’S FATHER

08. COOPER, James Fenimore. The Works of Cooper,
American … Zwickau, Printed for Brothers Schumann. 1827[–
29].

8 works, printed in 33 volumes, and here bound in nine, small square
8vo (104 × 82 mm), The Last of the Mohicans: pp. xviii, [2], 172, 190,
190, [2], 190, wanting the frontispiece in vol. III; The Prairie: pp. 192,
191, [1], 207, [1], [3]–224, wanting the frontispiece in vol. IV; The Red
Rover: pp. 239, [1], 188, [2], 208, [3]–205, [1], wanting the frontispiece in
vol. IV; The Spy: pp. 206, [2], 207, [1], 191, [1], 190; The Pilot: pp. 223,
[1], 192, 189, [1], [3]–192, wanting the frontispiece in vol. IV; Lionel
Lincoln: pp. 174, 190, [2], 189, [1], 191, [1]; The Pioneers: pp. xiv, 175,
[1], 222, [2], 239, [1], 238; two leaves, a bifolium, loose at the beginning
of vol. III; Nations of the Americans: pp. xxviii, 196, xii, 196, xii, 227, [1];
XI, [1], 212, xi, [1], 243, [1]; with an etched and engraved frontispiece to
each vol. (33 plates in total, wanting the four noted above); some light
foxing throughout, a little heavier in the margins; contemporary polished
red half calf and marbled paper sides, vellum tips, rubbed, smooth
spines gilt in compartments with series name and works, a little
darkened in places; one small early ink ms. correction to p. 8 of The
Prairie; old private ownership stamp of E. A. Sjögren, Ängelholm
(Sweden) to front free endpaper of each volume.
£600

First collected edition in English to be printed in Germany; an attractive
set. The publishers Gebrüder Schumann in Zwickau was founded by
August Schumann (1773–1826), father of the famed Romantic
composer Robert Schumann. From a young age, August ‘burned with
literary and intellectual ambition but was forced by the family’s poverty to
leave school at fourteen … He was apprenticed to a local merchant, and
later worked as a clerk for a bookseller. He set up his own business
[and preserved his literary ambitions. He wrote and published
potboilers, romances of knights and monks in the style of gothic novels,
and he founded a circulating library. A few years later he moved with his
brother to Zwickau and established a publishing and bookselling firm,
the Brothers Schumann. Along with lexicons and commercial
handbooks, the firm published inexpensive German translations of the
classics and a “Pocket Edition of the most eminent English authors”’
(Judith Chernaik, Schumann: The Faces and Masks). The present

edition of Cooper is one such example of Schumann’s ‘Pocket Editions’,
which proved to be an important source of Anglo-American literature to
the German public, much the same as Tauchnitz editions later in the
century.
Spiller & Blackburn, p. 187.

SHAKESPEARE AND COOPER

09. [COOPER, James Fenimore.] Theatre Royal, Covent
Garden. This present Monday, April 19, 1830, will be acted, the
Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet … After which (7th time) a new
comic and melo-dramatic Entertainment, in two Acts, called The
Wigwam: or, The Men of the Wilderness. Founded on Cooper’s
American Novel of “The Pioneers,” –and descriptive of a newly
established Settlement on the Banks of the Susquehanna …
[London:] Printed by W. Reynolds … [1830].
Playbill (342 × 200 mm) printed on tinted paper;
some light marginal browning, creased where
previously folded.
£150 + VAT in the EU
‘A great success,’ James Fenimore Cooper’s The
Pioneers (New York, 1823) ‘described the
establishment of a new settlement in the
wilderness, introduced the character of
Leatherstocking, and began the ambivalent
treatment of the westward movement that he
would continue for many years’ (Oxford ANB). It
was adapted for the stage as early as April 1823
(New York, The Park Theatre), but was not initially
as popular with audiences as some of Cooper’s
other works (The Red Rover, The Water Witch).
The present playbill advertises the seventh
performance of an adaptation which premiered in
London on 13 April 1830, to generally positive
reviews: ‘The piece was well acted, and was on
the whole very well received; some of the scenery
was truly beautiful … The Drama was announced
for repetition amidst general applause’ (Theatrical
Observer, April 1830).
Not in Nicoll.

10. [MANUSCRIPT.] CHRISTALNIGG, Therese, Countess of
(owner). Kurtze Einleitung zur Italianischen Sprach.
Presumably Klagenfurt, 1757.

Manuscript, small 4to (121 × 150 mm), pp. [96], plus initial and final
blanks; ms ink on good-quality laid paper; contemporary full calf, all
edges gilt, a few marks/stains, nineteenth-century paper shelflabels;
inscription ‘Therese Comtessa de Christalnig, 1757. 15 Mars de
Carinthia’ to front pastedown; stain from where a bookplate has been
lifted to reveal part of the inscription, and the bookplates of Oskar
Göschen, 1865.
£600
An attractive beginner’s guide to learning Italian, carefully written out in a
neat hand. We have been unable to trace a printed source. The Palais
Christalnig in Klagenfurt, Carinthia (about 40 miles from the Italian
border), still stands.

MUSIC PUBLISHING

11. [MANUSCRIPT.] LEEVES, William. Autograph letter,
signed, to an unknown correspondent (‘My Dear Sir’). Bath, 21
February 1822.
Small 4to (221 × 183 mm), 2 pages on a single leaf of wove paper;
creased where previously folded, edges sometime reinforced.
£100 + VAT in the EU
The ageing Leeves requests that his correspondent ‘call at Birchall’s
music shop in Bond Street, & enquire in my name the state of the
Acc[oun]ts concerning the Sacred Airs, with Auld Robin Gray, wh. were
published there about 10 yrs ago. When I was last in Town wh. is about 5
or 6 years since, there were about 70 Copies in Birchall’s hands, & he is
also in possession of the plates. Will you ask him how many have been
sold since, & as there is a frequent demand for Auld Robin, & the Copies
I see are very imperfect, whether it might not answer to print that song
alone & sell it separately: or perhaps the Sacred Air of “Bow down thine

ear,” wh. has been performed at these Concerts accompanied by
Lindley’s Violoncello … This old Ditty seems to revive in celebrity & I
have lately had a present of a Portfolio from a Mr. Forster of
Walthamstow, in return for a Copy in the Author’s own hand, at his
particular request thro’ his friend Mr L. Maccaulay …’
Leeves (1748–1828) had written the music to the popular song ‘Auld
Robin Gray’, by Lady Anne Barnard, many years before, in 1772: ‘Lady
Anne had originally written her words in order to supersede the coarse
lyrics associated with the tune “The Bridegroom Greets”,
but Leeves’s music rapidly superseded it. Leeves’s authorship of the
music was not made public until 1812, when he acknowledged it in the
dedication to his Six Sacred Airs. Leeves also wrote a good deal of
poetry, some of which was published’ (Oxford DNB).

12. [MANUSCRIPT.] Letter, unsigned, addressed to Miss
Caroline Need of Westhorpe [House], Southwell, Nottinghamshire
[c.1830?].
Single leaf (195  319 mm), from a half-sheet of Jellyman gilt-edged
wove paper; folded as a letter with red wax seal with the Royal Arms; a
few spots, small holes at crease corners, seal seemingly cut round (for
opening) then reaffixed.
£50 + VAT in the EU

An anonymous poem, written to Caroline Anna Need (1813/4–1887),
daughter of Lt. Gen. Samuel Need (d.1839) of Fountain Dale,
Nottinghamshire. She later married Edward Lewis Crewe (1803–1874),
of Repton Park, Derbyshire (son of Sir Henry Crewe of Calke Abbey).
The poem was seemingly written in reply to one by Caroline herself:
I have seen your lines upon Waltzing dear Carry
But Waltzing will never induce me to marry,

I assure you it is not at all to my taste
To see other mens hands encircle your waist,
And on Friday although you may say what you please
I saw Captain Thingumbob give you a squeeze …
The use of the Royal Arms on the seal (curiously inverted) was
presumably intended as a joke, or to put Caroline off the scent.

13. [MANUSCRIPT.] A volume of sacred music. [England, late
18th century.]
Manuscript on paper, oblong slim 8vo (100 × 203 mm), pp. [20], 24, 27–
46, [3], 52–[54]; some leaves apparently missing, others loose;
contemporary polished tree sheep, worn, some insect damage, spine
perished, boards bowed, upper board all but loose.
£300

A collection of two-part hymn tunes (e.g. ‘Jubilee’, ‘Hilperton’,
‘Bickington’), some with incipits (‘Lord how delightful…’, ‘How glorious
is…’, these two both marked ‘Childrens Tune’), one-part pieces
(including ‘What equal honors shall we bring To thee O Lord our God’,
‘Lo he cometh countless Trumpets blow to raise the sleeping dead’,
‘Beyond the glittering starry sky’, ‘In Gabriels hand a mighty stone’,
‘Prepare, prepare to meet thy God’, none of which found in RISM
online), and settings of Psalms 16 and 23 (pp. 14–18).
A nice, if well-used, example of the kind of music manuscript kept by
country church musicians in the eighteenth century. Some of the tunes
included here may well have been used only in a certain area and may
help identify the book’s origin.

VICTORIAN CHEEK(S)

14. WOODGATE’S complete Letter Writer issued once a Month
with numerous Engravings … Edited printed & published by

Parker Johnson & Co in the Parish of Bayswater in the City of
London in the Countie of Middlesex … [1862].
Manuscript in ink, small 4to (226 × 187 mm), pp. [2], 23–38; written on
blue paper; some marginal dust-soiling, creased where previously
folded; unbound, three leaves loose, a few short tears along left-hand
margin, not affecting text.
£400 + VAT in the EU
Apparently unpublished: an illustrated
manuscript almanac, couched as a Christmasthemed issue of a fictitious Victorian
magazine, complete with price, imprint, and
advertisements. Rife with cockney humour, it
also features predictions and advice for the
coming year, e.g. ‘Farming. Sow your wild
oats about this time’ (cover). Humorously
captioned scenes pepper the issue, most with
a holiday theme, such as a Boxing Day
cartoon in which a servant asks his master,
‘Please sir the Newspaper boy has called for a
Xmas box,’ to which his master replies, ‘Oh!
Box his ears’ (p. 33). The final leaf in the
issue takes a more pointed jab at the Irish in a
section titled, ‘They manage these things so
nicely in Ireland’, which describes a student
uprising in Belfast: ‘Oh Ireland Ireland who is it
that sits on you– Faith it’s your own
inhabitants’ (p. 38).
There was a much-reprinted book titled The compleat Letter Writer in the
eighteenth century (Crowder and Woodgate, 1755 onwards), but the
present work seems to resemble it in name alone.

THE RETOUR DES CENDRES, IN PANORAMA

15. [NAPOLEON.] A grand panoramic View of the disinterred
Remains of Napoleon Bonaparte, as it appeared in Paris.
[London:] G. Gilbert, 2, Greenarbour-court, Old Bailey [c.1840].
Broadside (427 × 563 mm) with a hand-coloured woodcut panorama,
printed in four sections with typographically printed captions, uncut,
unbound, and unassembled as issued; some light dust- and fingersoiling, creased where previously folded, some short closed tears, a few
small holes to foot of sheet (affecting 1–2 words only, sense

recoverable), mild waterstain along bottom edge; the sheet sometime
laid down on later floral printed cotton, fabric lightly browned in places,
some retouching with paint, one small crude stitch repair to lower righthand margin, not affecting image or text, extreme upper right corner torn
away.
£850 + VAT in the EU
A rare survival of a woodcut panoramic view of the procession of
Napoleon’s remains, recently disinterred from their initial resting place
on Saint Helena and bound for Les Invalides on 15 December 1840.
The event, which was captured the imagination of the public, is known
today as the Retour des cendres. Despite freezing weather, thousands
gathered along ‘the river to witness it … It seemed to be miles in length

… No description can give an adequate idea of the enthusiasm which
this ceremony excited. Everywhere on the passage of the hearse the
loudest acclamations resounded, and cries of “Vive l’Empereur!” rent the
air, particularly when it reached the triumphal arch … the most striking
objects of all in the procession were the old soldiers of different corps

who had served in Napoleon’s battles. Here were to be found on foot
men of all grades … Their emotion appeared to me to be one of pride
and joy more than of grief. He was restored to them’ (Examiner, 20
December 1840, pp. 808–9).
We have been able to trace little of the publisher, G. Gilbert, save that in
1839 he published a grisly and sensational account of a youth’s suicide
from the top of the Monument to the Great Fire of London.
Not located in WorldCat or Library Hub.

16. RIDER’S BRITISH MERLIN: for the Year of
Our Lord God 1775 … London: Printed by R.
and M. Brown, for the Company of Stationers,
1775.
12mo (128 × 74 mm), pp. [60], interleaved; title-page
and calendar section printed in red and black, red tax
stamp to title; some light browning and offsetting,
well-preserved in the original publisher’s red
morocco, a little rubbed with some surface wear and
markings, fully gilt with pewter clasps intact, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt, early (1775) ink notes and
annotations to interleaving (mostly referring to
dividends, bonds, etc), two leaves loose with sewing
beginning to loosen.
£600

17. [ROBBÉ]. Simoniana, ou les loisirs d’un chauffeur, à l’usage
des oisifs. Par M. F. Simon [pseud.], Inspecteur-général des
Chauffages de l’Armée des Côtes de l’Océan. A Valenciennes, et
se trouve par-tout chez les Marchands de Nouveautés. An XII de
la République, et Ier de l’Empire Français [1803/4].
12mo (179 × 107 mm), pp. vi, [2], 218, [2]; some light browning and light
occasional spotting, uncut in later nineteenth-century half calf, marbled
paper sides, gilt with darker calf lettering-piece to spine, marbled
endpapers, extremities lightly rubbed.
£275

First edition. Published under the pseudonym F. Simon, the book has
traditionally been attributed to Robbé (cf. Barbier IV, 22); however, it has
more recently been linked to Gabriel-Antoine-Joseph Hécart (1755–
1838), the French man of letters, naturalist, and lexicographer known
best for his Dictionnaire Rouchi-Français (Valenciennes, Lemaître,
1834).

The work itself, satirical in nature, is divided into 43 sections, including a
‘Dictionnaire portatif, ou le guide du bon sens’ (‘Mariage. Espèce de
loterie où les bons billets sont bien rares’, p. 48) and the brief and darkly
humorous ‘La vie humaine’:
La vie humaine est comme une tragi-comédie que l’on peut
partager en quatre actes. Jusqu’à dix ans, inaction et plaisir.
Depuis dix jusqu’à trente, plaisir et action, presque sans
peine. Depuis trente jusqu’à cinquante, peine et action,
presque sans plaisir. Et depuis cinquante jusqu’à soixante-etdix, peine et inaction (p. 129).
A printer’s note in the preliminaries, paired with a post-face letter from
the author to the printer, also make for humorous reading.
Quérard VIII, 67. A survey of COPAC and WorldCat locates 4 copies
only (Bodley, Bibliothèque nationale, Illinois, UCLA).

APPARENTLY UNPUBLISHED

18. [THEATRE.] HODSON, Joseph Charles, and Mrs KELSO.
Original scripts for two early Edwardian plays: The Village
Vagabond and The Workman’s Wife. [Apparently Sheffield,]
1901. [With:]
HODSON, J. C. Original script for Monte Carlo. [Apparently
Derbyshire,] 1908.
Manuscripts on paper, Village Vagabond/Workman’s Wife: small 4to
(203 × 166 mm), pp. [70], [66], [6]; with 8 pages of further manuscript
loosely inserted at the end; some browning and finger-soiling, waterstain
to initial few leaves; crudely stitched in contemporary cloth wrappers
(soiled, worn, a few short tears, some gatherings and leaves detached
and reinforced in places with tape), with ink ownership inscription of
author to front free endpaper recto (‘The Village Vagabond Written by Mr
J. C. Hodson + his Daughter Mrs Kelso. This Book being the Property of
J. C. Hodson 1901. Please keep clean + return when done with’), his
ownership signature scattered throughout, as well as an inscription on
the final page (‘…return when done with at the Theatre High Green
Mortomley Sheffield October 9th 1901’). Monte Carlo: small 4to (199 ×
159 mm), ff. [57] written first on rectos only, the book then turned over
and written on versos; some browning, dust- and finger-soiling, and
water staining; original boards, spine long perished, sections of boards
worn away, sometime repaired with strips of brown paper, cutting from a
contemporary playbill pasted to front cover, early ink ownership
inscription of the playwright to final page (‘This Book is the Property of J.
C. Hodson Written + arranged by him From The Gamblers Fate Monte
Carlo October 12. 1908 Finished at Pilsley near Chesterfield’).
£200
Autograph manuscript scripts belonging to the playwright Joseph
Charles Hodson of High Green, Mortomley, Sheffield, for The Village
Vagabond and The Workman’s Wife. Both are apparently unpublished.
We have traced little of Hodson save that he was responsible for a
pantomime version of Robinson Crusoe, also in Sheffield, in 1900 (The
Stage).

The Village Vagabond is a play about a Dorset family by the name of
Glyndon with the son, Harry, in the lead role, supported by various other
characters including ‘Lazerous a Jew’. It is dated 3 October 1901 at the
end, with a list of the players. The Workman’s Wife (dated 9 October
1901, with another list of players, e.g. ‘Mr Gordon … no good, a nice
fellow but acting off’). Monte Carlo, ‘written from The Gamblers Fate’, is
dated at the beginning Tibshelf, Derbyshire, 16 September 1908. The
plot focuses on the dangers of gambling, beginning auspiciously with the
arrival of a young man in Monte Carlo, but ending tragically with a
double suicide.
Hodson had presumably had trouble in the past with people taking his
scripts and folding back the covers when reading them. The inside front
cover of the first volume here bears the handwritten instruction: ‘Please
not to Double this Book up. Keep it sleight open. Double them up
spoiles them.’ The binding, which is amateur, appears to be an unusual
example of longstitch, otherwise not generally seen in England after the
Middle Ages.

19. [THEATRE.] [SWEARS, Herbert?]. [Cover title:] Home
Sweet Home. [England, early 20th century?]
Typescript copy, 4to (252 × 184 mm), ff. [2], 73; laced into old brown
paper wrappers (worn and creased, spine chipped), title to front cover in
old ms. ink; a few minor corrections and stage directions in pencil
throughout.
£120

Apparently unpublished: a feel-good play in four
acts set in a working-class seaside town
beginning with curmudgeonly male scepticism (‘I
know how to manage women folks, I do, I haven’t
had four wives for nothing’, f. 1) and ending with
nothing less than wholesome, fortified belief in the
goodness of domesticity (‘Home sweet Home,
indeed’, p. 73). The plot revolves around an
orphaned girl, Joan, who longs for a more
interesting life at sea ‘I wish I was a man and
strong and brave and could go with [the sailors],
but I can do nothing but sit at home and watch–
and pray’ (f. 7), but conveniently turns out to be
the long-lost daughter of a duke, ultimately
eschewing a life of luxury and adventure for her
existing one of wifely devotion and domestic bliss.
Nicoll (V, 589) records a production by Herbert
Swears (1868–1946) with the same title, marked
as a farcical comedy, at St George’s Hall,
Langham Place, London, 2 March 1895, but it is
unclear whether this is the same play.

20. [THEATRE.] TOWNLEY, James. High Life Below Stairs. A
Farce, in two Acts … London: Samuel French … [and] New York:
Samuel French & Son … [1880s?].
8vo (184 × 103 mm), pp. 32, interleaved with unlined pink paper; some
light dust-soiling and marginal browning; contemporary pebbled cloth,
rubbed, with typescript paper label to upper board; heavily annotated
throughout with the actor Arthur Williams’ notes, cuttings from the
production’s programme pasted in.
£300
Prompt book for the 7 December 1882 Gaiety Theatre production of
James Townley’s most popular farce. ‘High Life below the Stairs, a twoact farce first staged at Drury Lane on 31 October 1759, garnered
immediate public and critical acclaim, although some believed the play
to be the work of Garrick. Further research and review unequivocally
establishes that Townley wrote this piece and that Garrick probably
contributed editorial assistance—as Townley did in turn for Garrick, most
notably on The Clandestine Marriage. Regardless of the question of
authorship, High Life emerged as a smashing popular success; the
standard plot of a master who dons the functional yet humorous disguise

of a servant to witness and to assess the behaviour of his employees
received a great deal of attention—and protest—from its audience, since
it became a prominent attraction for all of London society. The play
appeared in many editions, was translated into German and French, and
was performed on a great many of the world’s stages’ (Oxford DNB). As
the present prompt book attests, it was performed well into the
nineteenth century.

Arthur Williams (1844–1915) was a successful comic actor and
playwright best known for creating the role of William Lurcher in Dorothy
(Gaiety Theatre, 1886), a comic opera which held the record for the
longest-running musical theatre production in history until the early
1900s. He played the role of Sir Henry’s Servant in the present
production, which was performed for the benefit of composer W. Meyer
Lutz (1829–1903) on 7 December 1882.
Not in Nicoll. WorldCat lists 3 copies only (Huntington, Yale, NLS), to
which Library Hub adds Manchester.

MILITARY CARTOGRAPHY

21. [WWI PHOTOGRAPHY.] Rundbild von der Mühle a.
Bahnhof i. Comines (franz.). Art.-Beob.-Stelle … October 1917.
Photographic panorama folded concertina-style (200 × 132 mm folded;
200 × 1850 mm unfolded), comprised of 13 individual gelatin silver prints
(81 × 130 mm each) mounted on thick blue paper; some browning to

paper, extremities worn with three small tears to first
fold, precise measurements and annotations in ms. ink
to margins around panorama, title neatly recorded in
similar hand to upper cover with red rubber stamp to
head (‘Nur für Dienstgebrauch’, i.e. ‘for official use only’)
and small cutting from a map of the area pasted below,
with ink ms. arrow pointing to the vantage point from
which the panorama was taken.
£550
A well-preserved example of stereophotogrammetry
being used by the Germans in WWI to map out the area
surrounding Comines, in northern France, highlighting
the importance of photography to WWI military
cartography. Taken by a panoramic camera [f=60 cm],
the present example would have been used alongside
at least one other similar example by German military
cartographers.
This panorama was taken from atop a mill at the train
station in Comines, Nord, France (just across the border
from Comines-Warneton, Belgium and less than 15 km from Ypres), and
shows heavy wartime destruction. The Comines train station was a
strategic position in a wider area which had received heavy fire during
the Battle of Messines just a few months earlier that year (June 1917).
The creator of the panorama has labelled several key features in the
landscape to aid the cartographers (church towers, distinctive houses,
groups of trees, chimneys, streets), as well as important strategic sites,
such as Mount Kemmel (Kemmelberg), which would become the sight of
one of the War’s most intense battles in April 1918 during the Fourth
Battle of Ypres, and the Ypres-Comines Canal, which was a crucial
strategic site in both the First and Second World Wars.

WITH AN ORIGINAL PUBLISHER’S POSTER

22. NEUBAU, Robert. Kriegsgefangen – über England
entflohen! … 41. bis 70. Tausend. Druck und Verlag August
Scherl … Berlin [1916/17].
8vo (191 × 130 mm), pp. 119, [1]; with 4 pp. publisher’s advertisements
at the end; leaves a little toned due to paper stock; original illustrated

wrappers, rubbed and a little marked; ink inscription (dated February
1918) and bookplate to inside front cover.
£120
First edition, later printing, of Reserve Lieutenant Neubau’s account of
his escape from a POW camp in Brittany. Together with an original
publisher’s poster (460 × 258 mm; upper corner torn away, small stamp
of the Werbe-Archiv), presumably for advertising the book in a
bookshop.
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